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PERSONAL PROFILE

I’m a Front-End Developer with a passion for
building responsive designs to foster

inclusivity to maximize all user experiences.
My enthusiasm for developing these

creative web technologies is empowered by
my past experiences as a Chef. With many
years in the hospitality industry, I have an

innate desire for creating, testing and
building projects to exceed expectations of

different clients.

GET IN TOUCH

+1 (647) 217-2580
 mach.carman@gmail.com

www.carmanmach.com
GitHub | LinkedIn

Restaurant Consultation

Developed and curated a kitchen department to fit their current design
layout to optimize workflow and production time
Increased record sales by 58% from the previous year by implementing
workflow over the holiday season during a pandemic
Built infrastructures and outlines to standardize recipes, seasonal menu
implementations, job descriptions/expectations adapted by the needs of
the client
Consulted on strategies for expansion and effective transition with
opening new locations.

Prairie Boy Bread, 2020 to 2021

WORK HISTORY

Operations Chef

Pivoted and transformed a low-revenue location to a commissary kitchen
during a global pandemic to adapt to business needs
Developed structures to optimize workflow for large production to supply
multiple restaurants and retail vendors in the GTA
Developed and recruited managers and team members by adapting to
each location's needs with quarterly performance reviews, identifying
training requirements, and coaching to meet staffing and succession
plans
Conducted audits for all four locations and strategized improvements to
optimize financial performance and operational productivity

Libretto Restaurant Group, 2012 to 2020

Robo Trivia | React, API, Firebase, SCSS
A multiplayer trivia game that calls an API to populate trivia questions.
Firebase is incorporated to persistently display high scores, player
details and simulate a multiplayer experience without authentication.

NVDE Soaps | React, Firebase, SCSS
An initial design of an e-commerce site created for a client using
Firebase to persistently display data in the shopping cart.

Sanctuary Helpers | JavaScript, CSS, HTML
A 3-page client PSD conversion using JavaScript to add interactivity.
Developed within a pair programming setting.

PROJECTS

SKILLS 

HTML5, CSS, SCSS
JavaScript and jQuery
Working with RESTful APIs and Firebase
React
Website accessibility requirements
Version control and collaboration using Git
and GitHub
Paired programing and team-based
development
Leadership and mentoring
Project management

Web Development Immersive Certificate
Juno College of Technology, 2021

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND

Accelerated Web Development
Juno College of Technology, 2020

Accelerated JavaScript
Juno College of Technology, 2020

https://www.carmanmach.com/
https://github.com/c-mach
https://www.linkedin.com/in/carman-mach-abbb52203/
https://robo-trivia-react.netlify.app/
https://nvde.netlify.app/
https://sanctuary-helpers.netlify.app/

